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Mr. Bailey innovates and inspires organizational transformation among the world’s largest corporations.
Recognized internationally as one of the Top 25 Speakers shaping the speaking profession, Mr. Bailey has
impacted the lives of more than 1 million people with his counsel from the C-Suite to the front lines for clients
including, Verizon, Microsoft, Wells Fargo, Met-Life, Omni Hotels & Resorts, IBM and Procter and Gamble
through his forward-thinking interactive sessions and action-oriented programs. Mr. Bailey solidified his position
as a recognized leader in experiential training for business professionals and individuals across the globe during
his leadership tenure at the world-renowned Disney Institute. His tireless pursuit to remain a step ahead of the
perpetual trends and innovations of the organizational space has led to Meetings and Conventions magazine’s
designation as “One of the best keynote speakers ever heard or used,” putting him in the same category as Bill
Gates, General Colin Powell and Zig Ziglar. A bestselling author of 7 books, Mr. Bailey’s breakout masterpiece,
Release Your Brilliance, published by HarperCollins, was ranked number 17 of the Top 100 books being read by
Corporate America, according to 800CEORead.com. His highly anticipated new book, The Vuja’ de’ Moment! –
Shift from Average to Brilliant, invites readers to shift their thinking, creating a disruption from the norm that ignites
creativity, drives productivity and increases accountability and profitability.
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